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Laundry Bag

Laundry bags are essential items in the daily lives of soldiers. Often taken for granted, they're essential
for maintaining proper hygiene and sanitation in military settings and are standard issue1)2) in most
military forces of the SARPiverse.

Price: 4.99 KS

History

The military standard-issue laundry bag has been used by military forces of the Kagami Galaxy
throughout history. Originally designed to provide soldiers with a convenient way to transport their
laundry, the bag has since become a staple item in military barracks and field operations.

The first military laundry bags were made from canvas or cotton and were simple drawstring sacks. Over
time, the bags evolved to incorporate new materials and technologies, such as nylon and mesh fabrics,
and became more durable and resistant to wear and tear.

Description

The military standard-issue laundry bag is a durable, lightweight bag made from a strong, water-resistant
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fabric that can withstand rough handling and exposure to the elements. It features a drawstring closure
that allows soldiers to easily open and close the bag while keeping their laundry contained. Some laundry
bags also include a small pocket or compartment for storing laundry detergent or other cleaning
supplies. It is typically designed to be large enough to hold a week's worth of clothing.

There are two main laundry bag types:

The cloth kind (typically olive drab or natural off-white in color) used to collect dirty laundry until1.
wash time
The mesh kind (typically a white mesh or dense net) meant for a mass laundry service where2.
clothing is washed in the bag.

Usage

Laundry bags are typically used to transport soldiers' dirty laundry to the laundry facility or washing
machine. Soldiers should properly separate their clothing according to washing instructions and load the
laundry bag appropriately. Laundry facilities may have their own specific rules and regulations for
washing and handling laundry, which should be followed to ensure proper sanitation and hygiene.

When not in use, the laundry bag should be stored in a clean and dry location, such as a closet or locker.
Keep the bag clean to avoid any potential contamination from bacteria or other microorganisms.

OOC Notes

Wes created this article on 2023/02/26 05:59.

The laundry bag can be used as a prop or background item to add to the realism and immersion of
military-themed scenarios. It can also be used as a plot device, such as when a soldier discovers a hidden
object or message inside their laundry bag.

Products & Items Database
Product Categories containers, military equipment
Product Name Laundry Bag (typical)
Manufacturer Ketsurui Zaibatsu
Year Released Pre-History - Before YE 01
Price (KS) 4.99 KS

1)

Star Army Standard Issue Items
2)

Nepleslian Standard Issue Equipment
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